IMPORT FOOD AND BEVERAGE IN CHINA
MARKET. WFOE REGISTERED ALREADY
Location of the investment: Tongfa Road, Shenzhen Shi, China
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What is your idea / business and to whom is it
addressed?
Import food and beverage in China market. Custom clearance, provide SME
producers and dealers in China market. Suitable and protected supply for European
company and worldwide to make steps in biggest and profitable market. Wholesale
health and quality food and beverage. Warehousing .

How should the idea/business earn money?
Chinese food and beverage market is biggest in the world. - Own warehouse for
requirement quantity from chinese partners buyers from Jiangxi province ( 70 mln
population) - Custom clearance and registration brands, docs, for SME companies
from worldwide. - The development of a platform connected via the WeChat API
(According to the China WeChat Economic and Social study, 95% of Chinese
eCommerce platforms, both B2B and B2C, are connected to the API). WeChat Pay,
along with AliPay provide for swift payments for products sold in smaller quantities.
-Expanding our licensed food and beverage positions in order to broaden our
clients? opportunities. -The signing of contracts between IMPEX and our suppliers in
accordance with the standards set forth by AQSIQ (General Administration of
Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine of the People's Republic of China).

At what stage is the idea / business at the moment?
IMPEX food and beverage Shenzhen ltd. opened and licensed by PRC custom. Has
account in Merchant bank, open import list for 5 positions such as cans, bottled
water, liquer, frozen foods, nuts.

What do you need?
Urgently need partner/ investor for proceed stage now, I have approved loan but
need to prepayment for docs.
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